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Abstract

As digital text collections continue to increase in size and number, their importance to scientific re-
search in fields such as medicine, humanities and law continues to grow as well. These text collections
originate from various different sources, using different terminology, name variations and various ab-
breviations for the same semantic categories. This causes problems when semantic information is
extracted or when these collections are used for community detection, clustering or other analysis.
Mapping different textual variations to their corresponding real-world entities is called Entity Reso-
lution. An important part of this process is entity matching, which calculates a measure of textual
similarities between the entities. In this research several well-known similarity measures are com-
bined in a voting algorithm, using a Support Vector Machine (SVM). The quality of the matching is
evaluated against several tagged data-collections in order to create a domain independent solution for
the text matching problem. As will be shown, this SVM approach outperforms all individual text-
matching methods. To evaluate the method in a practical application, it is used to resolve entities
before a typical clustering task is applied. The clustering task is evaluated on a subset of the real
world Enron email data-set. As can be seen, the clustering and subsequent visualization of the clus-
ters benefits significantly from the reduction of number of entities from the raw textual occurrences
to their significant lower number of real-world occurrences.

1 Introduction
The performance of many data-science algorithms applied on large text collections decreases due to
the occurrence of morphologically and syntactically different variations of semantically identical enti-
ties. This harms research in ontology mapping [11] and extraction of Resource Description Framework
(RDF) for the semantic web [6, 10]. To use identified entities effectively, they have to be normalized.
This process is called entity name matching. Entity name matching can be considered to be a classi-
fication problem: a string pair is a match when describing the same real world object. When not, it is
labeled as a non-match. A match can be defined by measuring textual similarities. To be able to com-
pare strings, various string distance metrics have been defined over the years. However, certain string
distance metrics seem to work better on certain types of entities. For instance, Jaro-Winkler works
well on company names, but not very well on personal names. Term Frequency – Inverse Document
Frequency (TF-IDF) based methods seem to work better on personal names, but less well on company
names. This is because different string matching algorithms take different characteristics of strings in
consideration when calculating the distances. This behavior justifies research which combines differ-
ent string distance metrics in a voting algorithm. In this research we will evaluate the most common
individual string distance metrics on several published and pre-tagged data collections. Hereafter, we
will train and evaluate the performance of a Support Vector Machine (SVM)-based voting algorithm.
In order to show the real-world benefit of this method, we will first normalize entities derived from the
ENRON data set and then cluster and visualize the differences between the original and the normalized
data. This will result in a significant lower number of duplicate references to real-world entities and
improves the quality of the clustering and the visualizations.



2 Related Work
The task of entity resolution is about determining which entity names are co-referent and represent
the same real-world entity. To build a machine-learning-based entity-resolution engine, the common
approach is to define a set of features used by a classification algorithm to separate matches from non-
matches. Soon et al. [12] considered a combination of sentence structure based features and string
similarities with more advanced high-level features. However, they show that a set of basic syntactic and
lexical features performs as good as the combination of these with more advanced high-level features.
From this work we can conclude that just concatenating more features does not necessarily improve the
performance. In William Cohen et al. [2], several string distance metrics have been tested, measured
and compared. No domain knowledge was taken into account. According to their research, the best
performing individual approach was a hybrid distance metric on words named Soft-TF-IDF which we
will discuss in more detail later. Gravano et al. [8] extend this approach by using n-grams as tokens
instead of words. In order to combine different methods, they trained adaptive distances across multiple
fields and domains of records. Bilenko and Mooney [1] trained a Support Vector Machine (SVM,
[3]) using the numeric scores of the best performing distances per domain. In our research, we do not
provide any information on the domain. All we provide is the entity name. We let the SVM decide when
which (non-linear combination of) string distance measures is best to use. This will result in a general
applicable text-matching solution for a variety of different entity types, without the need to define what
type of semantic category or form an entity is.

3 String Distance Metrics
There are several types of string distances, that each measure different notions of (dis)similarity. In what
follows, we will provide a short introduction to the most used methods.

As we seek to develop a generic and domain independent approach, we do not look at rules-based
approaches that take specific domain knowledge into consideration. The only assumption we make
is that the language is English and thus make use of an English Phonex method to measure phonetic
aspects of string similarity.

Edit-based techniques compare two strings based on individual characters and are able to detect the
most common typing and spelling errors. Examples of such metrics are the Hamming distance, the Jaro
and the Jaro-Winkler metrics. Other variations are the Levenshtein and Damerau distances, which both
measure the minimal required number of edits to transform one string into the other. Levenshtein uses
unweighted edits, Damerau weights edits. Edit-based distances are very sensitive to word order. This
causes problems when matching entities that consist of multiple tokens such as person names or more
complex company or organizational names.

Therefore, when using entities that consist of multiple tokens, a token-based distance which is in-
sensitive to word order is a better choice. Token-based methods split the strings into short sub-strings.
When an entity consists of multiple tokens, their similarity can be measured with similarity functions
like Jaccard or the Cosine distance. The last one can be combined with another widely used token-based
weighting scheme: TF-IDF. In this case, each term of a string’s token set is assigned a TF-IDF weight.
As a result, the most distinguishing tokens in a collection will be prevailed. With the Cosine similar-
ity, token sets can be ranked to measure the similarity between the strings represented by the TF-IDF
weighting vectors.

For string matching, a hybrid approach that is often used, is called Soft-TF-IDF. First, the string’s to-
kens are separated and assigned with TF-IDF weights. Then all tokens of the one string S are compared
with the tokens of the other string T by using the inner similarity function sim(w, v), where wεS and
vεT . Nearly matching tokens or exact matches are exploited by considering token pairs which have a
similarity value above a certain threshold (see token pair set CLOSE). If there are several tokens viεT
that are exact or near matches to a token wεS, only the maxsim(w,vi)>0value pair is considered. The
mapping of a token pair to a similarity value is described as the relation SIM(w, v). When applying
the Cosine similarity to ~a, the token weight vector of string S, and ~b, T ’s TF-IDF vector, the product
of weights for non-identical, nearly matching tokens is multiplied by the similarity value, which is less



than one.

sim(w, v) = similarity betweenwεS and vεT

CLOSE = { (w, v) |wεS ∧ vεT ∧ sim(w, v) > threshold }

SIM(w, v) =


sim(w, v) if sim(w, v) = maxC sim(k, j),

C = { (k, j) | k = w ∧ jεT ∧ (k, j)εCLOSE }
0 otherwise

aw, bv = weight of tokenwεS, weigh of token vεT

N = number of all tokens in the collection
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4 Corpora used

SecondString Data Sets
There are no widely accepted benchmark data-sets for evaluating entity-name matching-algorithms, but
there are a few. For instance, the data sets provided by the SecondString project of Cohen [13], include
different domains. There are a number of problems with these data sets that we had to overcome: the
data sets are relatively small compared to real world data sets. We also found that the automatically
labeled data-sets included significant inconsistencies. For instance: ten to fifteen percent of the records
included in the business data set and even more in the park data set are labeled to be a non-match when
they clearly should actually match. Other data sets used were manually created and thus create a more
reliable ground truth. In addition, most of the data sets are unbalanced.

In order to overcome these problems, we created a balanced data set by combining records of the
ucdPeopleMatch, censusTextSegmented, business, parks, vaUniv and animal data sets, leaving out the
obvious wrong records from the business and the park data set. This data set represents different do-
mains, measures different characteristics of the strings and also contains sufficient records. We will call
this set the Multi-Domain set. To measure the performance on some balanced single domain data sets,
the individual animal, vaUniv, business and censusTextSegmented were used.

Enron
A widely known real world data set is the Enron corpus. It is a large email collection from employees
of the energy company Enron. The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission published the emails of
158 Enron employees as part of the Enron investigations. Several versions of the Enron corpus exists.
We used the EDRM Enron Email Data Set [4]. It includes 168 PST files, which are 40.7 GB of digital
information in total and 767.806 PST extracted messages. From the Enron set a few thousand records
are sampled. Out of these 65 person and 40 company names are received. It was made sure that several
duplicates were included. Also a set containing 500 person and 500 company names set is created.

5 Experimental Approach
First, the best string distance metrics are determined for each of the single domain sets: ucdPeopleMatch,
censusTextSegmented, business, parks, vaUniv and animal data sets and for the Multi-Domain set. Next,
the voting algorithm is implemented (python Scikit learn package) by using a Support Vector Machine
(SVM). The SVM input consisted of the output values of best performing individual string matching
methods are used (see table 1):

Data Sets Selected Distances for SVM Input
multi-domain data set Jaro-Winkler, n-gram, abbreviation handling, Soft-TF-IDF, Phonex, hybrid

single domain data sets Soft-TF-IDF, hybrid, Jaro-Winkler

Table 1: used string distances for the SVM’s input



An SVM is more effective when the attribute values have the same range, so the feature weight-
ing is normalized to values between zero and one. Because the combination of string distances isn’t
necessarily a linear problem, a SVM with a Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel was used as well as a
linear SVM to compare the performance differences between them. Grid search was used to find out the
best hyper-parameters for the SVM algorithm. 3-fold-cross validation was used (unfortunately some of
the the data sets were too small for the more commonly used 10-fold cross validation). The data sets
were split randomly in 30% and 70%. To be able to compare the performance of the voting SVM to the
individual sting distance metrics, the matching confidence-value returned by the SVM’s was used as the
final distance measure. So, evaluation is done by comparing distance-based string-pair rankings. The
next step is to use the algorithm and the trained SVM for a more practical application. An example of
such a practical applications is normalizing a data collection of entity names before clustering or visual-
ization. In order to test the model, a typical cluster algorithm is implemented which uses the confidence
of the voting SVM’s match class as cluster distance. The clustering using the combined string distance
metrics from the SVM should perform better than clustering based on individual string distances.

6 Results

6.1 Voting Algorithm versus Individual Distances applied to a Single-Domain
Matching Task

The results of the best individual string matching metrics can be seen in the most left columns of table
2.Next, the SVM was trained with the Multi-Domain data set and tested against the the individual
animal, vaUniv, business and censusTextSegmented domain sets. The outcome of these experiments
were then compared to the results of the best individual string distance metrics. These results can be
found in the right columns of table 2. The effort of training with the Multi-Domain data set and then
matching it against the single domain data sets did not perform better than each of the individual string
matching metrics. So, when it is possible to use domain dependencies, this will obviously lead to better
results than using domain independent data.

Best
String

Matching
Distance

SVM Trained with
Multi-Domain Set
and Tested against

Single Domain Sets
Name of Best

Matching String
Distance

Avg
Precision

Max F1 Avg
Precision

Max F1 data set

Soft-TF-IDF
combined with

longest common
sequence

0.9832682 0.9303905 0.97987205 0.9255319 vaUniv

Hybrid approach
combined with

n-grams

0.9994171 0.9917628 0.999335 0.986711 animal

Soft-TF-IDF
combined with

n-grams

0.8068306 0.69916224 0.76029325 0.66703725 business

Jaro-Winkler 0.9801477 0.9355323 0.9817391 0.9432836 census-
TextSegmented

Table 2: Performance of the SVM trained with the multi-domain set, evaluated against the Single Do-
main data set, compared to the best performing individual string matching distances



6.2 Voting Algorithm versus Individual Distances applied to a Multi-Domain
Matching Task

As it is not always possible or practical to use domain dependencies, the SVM was also trained with
- and tested against the Multi-Domain data set. In this case, we have also used the best performing
individual string distance metrics against the Multi-Domain data set. As an additional variation, we
used both a linear SVM as well as a Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel-based SVM. The RBF-based
SVM achieves a higher accuracy (88.47%) than the linear one (87.19%), so it was decided to use this
one for the final experiments. As can be seen in table 3, the SVM with the RBF kernel outperformed all
individual string matching distances for the Multi-Domain data set. .

String Distances Metrics Avg P Max F1
Soft-TF-IDF 0.9116784 0.8351758

N-Gram

Hybrid 0.91953653 0.8532527
N-Gram

N-Gram 0.92979455 0.8541368

SVM with RBF Kernel 0.9511016 0.875549

Table 3: Results of the string distances and the SVM, which are parameterized based on the training set,
applied to the evaluation set

6.3 Combining Clustering with the Voting Algorithm
To evaluate the effect of the normalization on a clustering task, the DBSCAN and Affinity Propaga-
tion [7, 5] cluster algorithms were used on the original SecondString data sets ucdPeopleMatch, cen-
susTextSegmented, vaUniv, business and animal. The results were then evaluated by computing the
adjusted Rand indices provided by the scikit-learn python package [9]. A Rand index ranges from mi-
nus one to plus one. The value plus one represents a perfect clustering, negative values indicate a bad
performance and zero is returned when cluster labels seem to be assigned randomly. By comparing the
adjusted rand indexes of both DBSCAN and Affinity Propagation, it can be seen that DBSCAN per-
forms better (see table 4). For this reason, we decided to use the DBSCAN clustering for the remainder
of the experiments.

animal business vaUniv censusTextSegmented ucdPeopleMatch Avg
DBSCAN 0.7576 0.0001 0.5740 0.5341 0.7594 0.5250
Aff. Prop. 0.5555 0.0228 0.6246 0.4108 0.7373 0.4702

Table 4: Evaluation of the clustering: adjusted rand indexes per data set and cluster algorithm

The business data set is noticeably bad clustered. This is caused by the high label error rate in the
original business data set (roughly fifteen percent of the records are labeled wrong). To determine that
the clustering benefits from the SVM based data normalization, a DBSCAN using the SVM normaliza-
tion and a DBSCAN using the N-Gram normalization are compared.The N-Gram based normalization
was selected as it was the best performing individual string distance metric on the Multi-Domain data
set. When applying the DBSCAN algorithm the eps parameter has to be set. Eps defines the maximum
distance of neighboring samples: the lower the eps value the more similar the samples have to be to be
called neighbors. Based on the density of a neighborhood DBSCAN creates clusters. For each eps value
a clustering can be received from DBSCAN. A clustering can be evaluated like a ranking: string pairs
that are labeled to be in the same cluster are identified as matches and the other ones as non-matches.
Ranking the matches higher as non-matches makes it possible to compute the average precision and a
maximum F1 score. The adjusted rand index is also computed. The DBSCAN-SVM performance’s



optimum is reached with eps = 0.01, AvgP = 0.7896, MaxF1 = 0.7721 and ARI = 0.45 (see
table 5). These values are never reached by the DBSCAN-N-Gram, so the SVM based method clearly
outperforms the N-Gram one.

eps AvgP MaxF1 ARI
0.005 0.74777764 0.7130333 0.421424061982
0.01 0.7895747 0.77214485 0.45003736691
0.1 0.70621276 0.8349033 0.0197151111155

0.15 0.60691273 0.82164145 0.00542474609333

eps AvgP MaxF1 ARI
0.005 0.577478 0.6666667 0.296266634279
0.01 0.577478 0.6666667 0.296266634279
0.1 0.6735914 0.6666667 0.341255272681
0.15 0.7030967 0.6714801 0.231759674647

Table 5: Evaluation of the clustering with DBSCAN using the SVM’s confidence as distance (on the
left) and using the N-Gram distance (on the right)

6.4 Applying the Clustering to a Real World Data Set

Figure 1: Visualization of the Enron subset before (on the left) and after (on the right) normalization

In this experiment, the SVM-DBSCAN combination is used on the real-world Enron data set, just
to show the results. No additional training was performed. These experiments were done with the
SVM trained with the Multi-Domain data set. As no ground truth is available for the strings present in
the Enron set, we cannot provide a detailed quantitative evaluation of the results. This experiment is
therefor provided for demonstrative purposes only. The DBSCAN, which uses the SVM based distance
combination, grouped the records of the Enron subset using the eps value of 0.005. The subset only
includes two of the five trained domains, so the eps parameter has to be adjusted. The subset and
the record’s distances are visualized in figure 1 (see also figures 2 and 3 for more details). The nodes
represent the records, which are connected to each other when the similarity is higher than or equal
0.5 and a node’s size and color is related to the number of connections to other ones. The thickness of
connecting edges is determined by the similarity value of the two connected records. It is noticeable that
there are less notes than before but still clusters and relations recognizable. There are eleven records
grouped wrong by the clustering when counting the ones that are labeled as wrong by at least fifty
percent of the labeling people. The subset consists of 105 records and after normalizing it is reduced
to 66 groups or entities. The accuracy averaged over the eighteen people is 0.8624. This is a satisfying
result taking into account that the SVM based distance isn’t trained on the Enron data set.
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7 Conclusion and Further Research
In this research, it is shown that a combination of string distance metrics, which detect different notions
of textual similarities, performs better than each of the individual string distance metrics for domain in-
dependent data sets. This method is a useful tool for domain-independent entity-resolution and reduces
the need for user interaction. In order to show the benefit of the normalization on a clustering task, the
SVM-based combined-distance approach can be combined with a clustering algorithm. It has been suc-
cessfully applied to an entity-clustering task using the DBSCAN algorithm. An SVM-DBSCAN combi-
nation outperforms a tested DBSCAN-N-Gram combination on the Multi-Domain data set. TheN-gram
distance is the best performing individual string distance on the Multi-Domain data set. This shows
the advantage of the SVM-based distance approach when applied to a clustering task. Investigating the
applicability of the combined distance approach to a real world data set and its scalability, it is applied
to a subset of the Enron data set. Comparing the results of the clustering algorithm by human judges, it
is shown that the SVM distance combination benefits entity clustering on real world data, even by using



the SVM trained with the Multi-Domain data set. Training it on annotated real-world data will probably
improve the results a bit more.

During the exploration of the cluster algorithm’s scalability the number of received clusters is highly
reduced. It introduces the question, whether the algorithm’s parameters can be optimized when a high
number of records has to be normalized. An additional point of interest is the customization of the
distance function used by the cluster algorithms: it would be interesting to investigate whether a hierar-
chical cluster algorithm combined with the trained distance achieves better results.
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